ORDINANCE # 19-09

AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND CHAPTER NINE OF THE MUNICIPAL CODE OF THE CITY OF WAUPUN ENTITLED "PUBLIC NUISANCES" AND CHAPTER SIXTEEN ENTITLED "ZONING CODE"

THE COMMON COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF WAUPUN ORDAINS:

SECTION 1: Section 9.02(4)(i) of the Municipal Code of the City of Waupun entitled "Public Nuisances Affecting Peace and Safety" is repealed and recreated to provide as follows:

(i) Any pool containing more than 12 inches of water and having sides of more than 18 inches which does not also have a barrier side or fence surrounding the pool with a minimum height of 48 inches above ground level, or a pool cover in full compliance with Section 16.01(11)(g) of this Municipal Code.

SECTION 2: Section 16.01(11)(g) of the Municipal Code of the City of Waupun entitled "Zoning Code – Swimming Pools" is repealed and recreated to provide as follows:

(g) Swimming Pools. Swimming pools shall be considered an accessory use and shall observe all side yard and rear yard setbacks as required by this Ordinance. All swimming pools with more than 12 inches of water and sides of more than 18 inches shall be fully enclosed by barrier sides or fencing or, in the alternative, shall be equipped with a lockable, powered safety cover that complies with the ASTM F1346-91 specifications, as may be amended from time to time. The safety cover must be fully closed at all times when the pool is not in use. Swimming pool barrier sides or fencing, where not exempt, shall fully surround the
pool with a minimum height of 48 inches above ground level, constructed as not to have voids, holes or openings larger than 4 inches in one dimension, and all gates or doors shall be constructed so as to be capable of being locked, and shall be closed and secured so as to prevent unlatching by persons outside the pool at all times when the pool is not in use. Anyone wishing to install a swimming pool must submit a plan or sketch of the installation to the Building Inspector and obtain the appropriate permit(s) prior to proceeding with the installation.

SECTION 3: All ordinances or portions of ordinances inconsistent with the provisions of this ordinance are repealed.

SECTION 4: This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect on its passage and publication as provided by law.

Enacted this 12thday of November, 2019.

Julie J. Nickel
Mayor

ATTEST:

Angela J. Hull
City Clerk